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The product of over twenty years of research, the South was right! sets the historical record straight with one of the most convincing, authoritative and compelling defenses of the Southern Cause for Independence ever published anywhere. James Ronald Kennedy and Walter Donald Kennedy, in their book The South Was Right! debunk the Yankee myth that
the South never had the right to be a free nation. In this text the authors show how the majority of what is taught as the history of the civil war in this country is misleading and false. The South was right! it effectively shows how northern wartime propaganda was used by the victorious Yankees during the war to cover up in moral robes of their smug naked
aggression against the people of the South. Here are some currently accepted facts (Yankee Myths) about the Civil War contested by the South was right! Most Southerners supported slavery. The Southerners fought the Civil War to protect the property of their slaves. States have never had the right to abstain from the American Union. Appomattox forever
settled the issue of secession and the rights of the state. No patriotic American would ever support the dissolution of the United States; Lincoln loved black people and fought for racial equality. The South was right! is not satisfied, however, to simply give the reader a new perspective on the war for Southern independence. The authors go back to the 19th
century and to this day to show how the conquest of the CSA by the federal government continues to negatively affect the lives of modern Southerneres and, indeed, all Americans. Through meticulous research and impeccable logic, they demonstrate how the Yankee victory was used to change the functional relationship between states and the federal
government in ways that have negatively affected the freedom and well-being of Americans ever since. For the first time, modern Americans who read this book will come to fully understand how the oppressive big government so hated today is the lineal descendant of confederate defeat in Appomattox. In addition to explaining the legal implications of war,
the authors also debunk liberal, anti-Southern, demagoguery over the issue of race, documenting how the South has unfairly become the national whipping boy for America's racial frictions. Several chapters discuss New England's origins of the American slave trade and delve deeper into the true nature of race relations in the antebellum south -- emerging
with an image that isn't quite connected to the fictional Hollywood hype of ROOTS and other anti-Southern, revisionist TV docu-dramas that take the place of the historical scholarship in the education of our people. One of the most valuable services provided by Kennedy is the chapter devoted to telling the story of the long-overlooked military of the black
South to the Confederate forces. Kennedy's description of the Contributions of the Southern Black Confederations to the Confederate war effort punctures the conventional wisdom that argues that the Southern cause revolved exclusively around a monolithic Southern effort to preserve slavery. The South was right! goes to the source by reporting the true
testimony of these black Confederates about their service to the Confederacy and their motives for defending Dixie from the Northern invaders. It also includes witness testimonies from northern soldiers about their numerous military encounters with black Confederate soldiers. The Kennedy brothers' documentation of the voluntary and enthusiastic
participation of black Southrons in dixie military defense is an embarrassing real rebuke to the tired old lie that the war was seen by most of its participants and especially by most Southern blacks as a struggle to end slavery. Speaking of Yankee Myths – readers of the South were right! he will learn in painstaking detail how the war propaganda of the New
Englanders was institutionalized in a politically correct, but historically inaccurate, history of war designed to cap opponents of central sovereignty from Washington by de-legitimizing the sovereignty of states of the American Union. The Kennedys refer to this official story as the Yankee Myth of History - an appropriate description of the story line disseminated
by Big Government supporters to hide their destruction from the states' original constitutional relationship with the national government in Washington. The product of over two decades of research and meticulous scholarship, The South was right! contains extensive literature and a section of footnotes detailing the irrefutable sources of information drawn up
by the authors. Ironically, the vast majority of the damning evidence cited by the authors comes from the first-person accounts of Yankee participants in the invasion and conquest of confederate states rather than from writers of southern apologies. Students of war and modern Southern political thought will appreciate the many references to the original
source materials found in the book. If you are Southern, you owe it to yourself and your family to read the South was right! If you have children who are going to study the history of war at school, they will appreciate access to a book that presents the disturbing facts of history that politically correct book writers chose to leave out. - Now available at
quartermaster's table - Born in Copiah County, Mississippi, Walter Donald Kennedy grew up with a wealthy Heritage. Often working with his twin brother, James Ronald Kennedy, he has written many books published Pelican, including nullifying tyranny: Creating moral communities in an immoral society, the South was right!, why not freedom!: America's
uprising against big government, was Jefferson Davis right?, and myths of American slavery. The Kennedy twins have been interviewed on numerous television and radio programmes, including Colonel Oliver North's radio show, Politically Incorrect, Bill Maher's BBC programmes, and French National TV. Kennedy is married with four children and lives in
Simmsboro, Louisiana. Born in Copiah County, Mississippi, James Ronald Ron Kennedy is a member of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, as his ancestors fought for the Confederacy during the Civil War. Kennedy, along with his brother, Walter Donald Donnie Kennedy, wrote the South was right!,exploring the political and social impact of the Civil War on
both the South and the Constitution of the United States. Why not freedom!: America's uprising against big governmentpicks until their first book ends with further debates about states' rights and individual freedom. The Kennedy brothers' third book, Jefferson Davis Right?, describes the life and trial of Jefferson Davis. Ron Kennedy is also the co-editor of
Cancel Tyranny: Creating Moral Communities in an Immoral Society and Regaining Freedom, also published by Pelican Publishing Company. Kennedy is the director of risk management for a Louisiana insurance company. He lives in Mandeville, Louisiana, with his wife and four children, including a fourth direct generation of twins. Born in Copiah County,
Mississippi, James Ronald Ron Kennedy is a member of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, as his ancestors fought for the Confederacy during the Civil War. Kennedy, along with his brother, Walter Donald Donnie Kennedy, wrote the South was right!, exploring the political and social impact of the Civil War on both the South and the Constitution of the
United States. Why not freedom!: America's uprising against big government takes where their first book ends with further debates about states' rights and individual freedom. The Kennedy brothers' third book, Jefferson Davis Right?, describes the life and trial of Jefferson Davis. Ron Kennedy is also the co-editor of Nullifying Tyranny: Creating Moral
Communities in an Immoral Society and Regaining Freedom, also published by Pelican Publishing Company. Kennedy is the director of risk management for a Louisiana insurance company. Lives in Mandeville, N.Y. with his wife and four children, including a fourth direct generation of twins. Born in Copiah County, Mississippi, Walter Donald Kennedy grew
up with a wealthy Southern heritage. Often working with his twin brother, James Ronald Kennedy, he has written many books published by Pelican, including Cancelling Tyranny: Creating Moral Communities in an Immoral Society, the South Was Right!, Why Not Freedom!: America's Uprising Great government, was Jefferson Davis right?, and myths of
American slavery. The Kennedy twins have been interviewed on numerous television and radio programmes, including Colonel Oliver North's radio show, Politically Incorrect, Bill Maher's BBC programmes, and French National TV. Kennedy is married with four children and lives in Simmsboro, Louisiana. Much of the modern history of the Civil War is untrue. 
Like most history is written by the winner.  The story told is that millions of Southern men went to war on an issue that affected only 6 percent of the population.  Such absurdity is easily visible.  Deception must not continue. Read this book and find out the truth.  There is no shining northern power that is fighting a moral battle for the sake of ending slavery. 
There was no oppressive southern force fighting to maintain it either.  After the South declared its independence, the Union invaded ruthlessly, leaving the South with no choice but to defend themselves.  Unfortunately they lost this fight and suffered for almost a century and a half because of it.  The South has become an economic colony of the North, used
and exploited like colonies around the world.  Politically, the North continues to control the government and continues to impose its radical social agenda on the rest of the country at the expense of individual freedom.  Meanwhile, the Supreme Court, the first federal department to violate the rights of sovereign states, continues to suppress any attempt to
assert freedom for the individual from the federal government. This authoritative and documented study of the mythology behind the history of the Civil War and its permanent impact on modern society, The South was right! reveals evidence that the South was an independent country invaded, arrested and occupied by a vicious aggressor.  The authors
argue, through rigorous research, that the South had a legal precedent for separatists and a right to defend its borders. Southerners should read this book with a sense of urgency and commitment to the past.  Others need to read it with an open mind. Related Related
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